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The project database indicates a common time span for the experience of four actors
(agents) who during the registered eight hours never met. But through the simulta-
neously registration of three identical features in their surrounding they share a common
cognitive space.

The original database shows registered events duration and agents listed according to
time.

Since the intention in this study is to generate a diagrammatic event envelope for each
agent separately the database was sorted according to agent.
The date was “stretched” from integer to floating point numbers through the appliance of
a simple rule. All registered data was multiplied with the ratio between windows and
doors.



Modulation of Space

The modulation of diagrammatic spaces from the source material was
made on the basis of duration as the most important modulation param-
eter.
The construction of the diagrams was done in two variations. In both
cases the global coordinate system was configured around a graph of
possibilities.
Interpreting number of windows people and doors as three of many other
indicators of possible influences interactions and gates to further experi-
ence these three parameters where mapped along the x, y and z axis in a
Cartesian space.

The events generate points in space along a succeeding line operating on
a 3D scale from less to more possibilities. The points where connected to
register their succeeding order.

Duration of each event is a important factor to “measure” a events
impact. Duration was rendered in two different ways.



System1

In system 1 a duration axis was placed along one freely chosen
axis. The point’s distance from the axis was used for radius and
the duration parameter for sweep angel. Whenever the sweep
angel was more than 360 it was reduced.
This system rendered duration according to degree of possibili-
ties measured in two of the x y z parameters. The more possi-
bilities the more the duration were weighted (increase of ra-
dius).

The weakness of this system is that it does not implement dura-
tion that exceeds 360 degrees mapped. also it does not involve
more than two of the xyz parameters when rendering the duration
circle.
System2



The Second system rendered duration as radius for each event.
This produces a diagrammatical easy to understand event envelope.
The generated space frames a space of possibilities directly: long
duration = big volume, short duration = small volume. Disadvantage: it
does not weight the events space according to increased possibilities.


